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Nail designs ideas for fall

Of course, long nails are good, but a couple of weeks and they can start to feel more maintenance than they cost. (We had occasional jagged tips and scratched eyelids to prove it). What's more, that short nails, even if they seem to be with a smaller moment like lately, can still be super
chic. In fact, some nail designs almost seem to lend themselves better than shorter lengths than long. Don't believe us? We scoured the web for 30 of the most attractive nail designs for short nails we quite possibly ever saw and succeeded. Keep reading for the must-see looks we will be
trimming your nails as soon as possible. 01 out of 30 black and white nails are always chic. Also, race-worthy checks only make them look better. We like it as it's only half a nail, so don't have to worry about that embarrassing adult phase. 02 of the 30 light and feathered touches with bright
colors add pop intrigue to the sharp white base. 03 of 30 A combination of light pink and deep burgundy, plus dust of attractive stars, looks flawless on short nails. 04 out of 30 For a sleek and simple (but still stunning) nail design for short nails, just start with a neutral or bare base and finish
with one shimmering strip. It's super easy to maintain, but chic enough to wear to an official event. 05 out of 30 We can not stand the chicness of this delicate checkered pattern in a perfect neutral color scheme. 06 out of 30 Not for the faint of heart, but if you have a thing for leopard print
and bright contrasting colors, this manicure looks particularly fierce on short nails. 07 out of 30 If you can't actually lay under your palms, having them on your tips might just be the next best thing, right? 08 of the 30 lightly frozen-esque inspirations we head to (or should we say fingers?) For
this icy and edgy nail design. 09 of 30 Truth: A broken heart decorating our nails is the only broken heart we want in our lives. The small design adds a pop of bright orange to an otherwise neutral mani. 10 out of 30 not only fancy rainbows add a dose of graphic appeal for short nails, but
they simultaneously channel negative space trends. 11 out of 30 Between the attractive graphic and candy-apple base, this nail design couldn't be better for short nails. 12 out of 30 Another unexpected option? Glossy iteration of camouflage in sullen shades of blue and striking pop music
black and white. 13 of 30 unconventional color pairs such as cobalt blue, chewing gum pink, silver and white keep short nails anything but boring. 14 out of 30 Heart Print is the new polka dot print as far as we are concerned. 15 out of 30 These bright pink and red blocks sit front and center
on your nail, giving a polished and playful atmosphere of modern design. Of the 30 Short Nails can still handle the pattern, and this cow-print inspired set gives us basic country chic vibes. 17 of the 30 shimmering scales in turquoise and gold make for a bold and ethereal nail design that,
although dramatic, won't overwhelm the shorter length of the nail. Nail. The 30 metallic green base adds air to the holiday cheer while sheet stencils stand out on contrasting nails for a quirky finish. While these leaves look hand-painted, you can always choose a sticker like What's Up Nails
Leaves Vinyl Stencils ($4) for an easy go to. 19 of 30 If you're not yet an expert on nail design, try halfway style as these bold two-tone stripes. They are easy enough to recreate - just apply tricky tape and come to work. Alternatively, you can use this stylish and simple look with any color
combo of your heart desires. 20 out of 30 If stripes aren't your thing, go square instead with this emoji-inspired look. Tape is probably your new best friend in order to get steady and even design, but don't worry, the color palette makes it easy to go back and fix if necessary. 21 out of 30
These vacation-inspired nails are decorated in sophisticated fruit drinks that take us seriously to the cabin and a little sun. 22 of the 30 Beige Base makes for a neutral tone look, but added a checkered style design enhancers before impacting on the delicate but interesting finish. Make it
easy on yourself by capturing the set of The Winston's Super Fine Nail Art Brush Set ($8) to get the clear lines needed to complete the look. 23 of 30 elongated short nails, drawing a cuticle framing a black and white pattern. Plus side? It looks great no matter how fast your nails grow. 24 out
of 30 Keeping short nails doesn't mean you save on fun. These pastel French tips are so lovely and fun. 25 out of 30 Can't decide on one color? It's ok to choose both (in this case, neon green and shiny slivers) and paint in vertical (or diagonal!) half and a half sections. 26 out of 30 Paint a



few razor sharp lines through dried crisp coats for a trendy and minimalist design. 27 of the 30 red nail polish adds an extra bright pop of color when painted in this chic negative space design. 28 out of 30 Decorate each nail with a splash of fun color! This manicure has it all with sweet
clouds and a small rainbow design for a few nail accent. 29 out of 30 Keep it party ready and edgy with this shiny negative space design. Use tape to keep the lines clean and add as much sparkle as your heart desires. 30 out of 30 Simple Burgundy Mani gets a serious update with gold foil
accents. Get creative with the design and give each nail a unique splash of gold. What short nail designs will you be rocking in the near future? Could you try short acrylics? Virtually every brand of nail polish offers a matte top layer to allow you to transform your favorite glossy colors. Check
out these non-glitter manis and choose the inspiration for your next trip to the salon. 2 of 15 Elegant Opalescent 3 of 15 Matte Moon 4 15 shades of gray sticking with shades in the same family keeps this geometric manicure looks thin and chic. All you need is a bit of tape, two colors - in
this case, Essie's Petal Pushers ($8.50, amazon.com) and Over the Edge - and some patience. Read more about Essie 5 of 15 Oh My Stars 6 of 15 Swirly Swirly Try your hands (ha!) when punching with this sweet, swirling design in regal shades like purple, sapphire, and jade. More on
Copycat Claws 7 of the 15 Solar Side Up brighten up your tips with this solar mania. Use a shiny layer like Smith and Cult in Shattered Souls ($18, nordstrom.com) on top of a bright yellow and in front of a matte top coat to add sparkle and sparkle. More on the Nailasaurus.com 8 of the 15
Dark Leopard Funky models, such as leopard print, may seem too wild to work with, but if you stick to two similar colors, such as metallic grey and black in matte formulas, it's thin enough to wear at any time. See more on Chalkboard Nails 9 of the 15 playful Polka dots we've seen polka
dots before, but it's mani plays with two different textures, making it completely unique. For even more exposure, try contrasting shades of Polish. More on Essie's 10 of the 15 Neon Negative Space 11 of 15 Green with envy 12 of the 15 Sweet Shimmer Beauty World will never get tired of
the brilliance of nail art, but a certain level of brilliance can get overwhelming. From time to time, soothe the flicker of your mani by adding a matte coat. Read more about Pshiiit 13 of the 15 Double Texture 14 of the 15 15 life-changing nails Polish tricks Be prepared for why I don't think
about it? Just a moment. 15 out of 15 Save them for later! Attach these ideas for later! For more, follow Good Housekeeping on Pinterest. Just as you can incorporate shades of burgundy, olive, camel and mustard into your clothing choices, the same colors can work wonders for your
autumn manicure. After all, your manicure is quite possibly your number one accessory, since it's one beauty statement that's forever-well, for a week or two (or three, if you're lucky). While you could absolutely paint the nails of any of these shades and call it a day, we implore you to get a
little more creative to really take the transitional element of the season. So, instead of choosing one shade, consider tying a few into one stunning nail ombre look. Whatever your preference, ahead you'll find over a dozen of our favorite takes on autumn ombr nail designs, from traditional
ombre to modern gradient-style manicures. Keep reading to find your final nail inspo for weeks and months ahead. 01 of the 15 Ombre nails can have two meanings these days- a traditional ombre that disappears from one shade to another on the same nail, or a modern nail gradient like
these that have disappear from nail to nail. We love this gradient-style nude swatch. 02 out of 15 If you feel confident in your DIY nail ombr abilities (or if you have a manicure on the speed set to bring your nail looks to life), check out this flawless seasonal fade. Us as the transition is
inverted from nail to nail. 03 of 15 Autumn is home to a handful of neutral shades, making this nude color fade a stunning option for those who like to keep it more minimalist. While each nail has a different color polish, we dig as white details overtop ties ties All together. 04 of the 15
Amethysts are known to soothe stress and promote a general calm atmosphere somewhere we could all use a little more this year. And as you'll notice, the crystal also advertises its own ombre properties, making it a wonderful crystal to recreate on your nails this fall. 06 of the 15 Burgundy,
orange, yellow, and glitter collide for a fiery fall disappear we can not take our eyes off. And since it has a touch of negative space at the base, you don't have to worry about instant growth. 07 out of 15 Consider going halfsies on each nail with this asymmetrical take on the look. 08 out of 15
Excuse us while we try to recreate those swirling, mocha-colored nails. The withering is so subtle, but so, so sweet. 09 of 15 Fall is the perfect time to try a warm manicure tone as it is a bronzed, shiny look that perfectly complements a burgundy sweater or olive green peas. 10 out of 15 To
mimic Amy Le's flawless nailfie, be sure to touch the edges, apply a high glitter coat, and hydrate cuticles and hands (these days, we love the Olive and June Serum Set ($32), which has not only hand serum serum, but cuticles serum, too). 11 of the 15 Mauves tend to pop up all over the
FW runways, and we expect to see them all over the nails this season too (and we're not complaining). Show off your manicure this lovely mauve gradient at your next reception for mani that comes with everything. 12 out of 15 Take your nails from autumn to winter with this shiny, icy
manicure. 13 out of 15 Instead of fading from top to bottom (or vice versa), this interesting ombre disappears through a horizontal gradient. 14 out of 15 With this ombre style gradient, you don't have to choose your favorite shade of olive. Match your mani in outerwear for the ultimate
monochrome moment. 15 of the 15 deep blues and sea foam greens may evoke thoughts of summer, but these shades look perfect when paired with olive greens and burnt autumn oranges. Try the style of gradient with matte nails resembling sea glass, invented by nail artist Jessica
Wasik. Wasik.
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